The Jazz Area
of the
CWU Music Department
present

Dawn Clement & Mark Taylor Duo

with

CWU Jazz Combos

Program

Clement-Taylor Duo

(selections to be announced)

The Purple Combo
Matt Larsen, drums; Domi Edson, bass; Gavin Treglown, guitar;
Kandin Neri, saxophone; Jacob Krieger, saxophone; Jacob Sanders, trumpet

The Green Combo
Kahner Gross, drums; Austin Clark, bass; Nick Colletto, piano;
Joe Walrath, saxophone; Kaleb DePoister, viola; Steven Higbee, saxophone

The Blue Combo
Travis Waggoner, drums; Chris Wallitner, bass; Garrett Poteat, piano;
Daniel Hendrick, trumpet; Mike Roach, saxophone; Leah Thomas, vocals

The Red Combo
Austin Hass, drums; Carl Hennings, bass; Taylor Griffin, piano;
Owen Evans, saxophone; Henry Sparks, trombone; Ryan McKnight, saxophone

Special thanks to Jazz In The Valley for financial support of this event!
jazzinthevalley.com